A Systematic Approach to Identify Sources of Abnormal Interior Noise for a High-Speed Train

1. Introduction

Interior noise of a high-speed train greatly affects vehicles’ ride comfort and therefore is one of the key issues to be addressed in the design, manufacture, and operation of high-speed trains [1–3]. With the increasing speed of high-speed trains, interior noise becomes more important and difficult to deal with. Two things must be focused on when studying interior noise of a high-speed train, one being the mechanisms of noise generation (root sources) and the other being the paths of noise propagation/transmission. As shown in Figure 1, the major sources of a high-speed train are wheel/rail rolling noise, aerodynamic noise, and equipment noise. Characteristics of these sources are closely related to the running speed of the vehicle [4]. These sources are exterior to the train, but they can develop into interior noise through air-borne and structure-borne transfer paths [1]. For interior noise analysis and control of high-speed trains, attention should be given to both sources and transfer paths.

Remington [5] and Thompson and Gautier [6] conducted comprehensive research on the mechanisms and predictions of wheel/rail rolling noise, promoting low wheel/rail noise technology. Kitagawa and Nagakura [7, 8] studied the aerodynamic noise generated by SHINKANSEN trains. They found that the aerodynamic noise generated from the upper parts of trains can be considerably reduced by smoothing the surface of the train, and the noise source at the front bogie of the leading car is much stronger than that at other bogies. Mellet et al. [9] investigated the contribution of aerodynamic/rolling noise for high-speed trains. They concluded that whether rolling noise is the most important source depends not only on the train speed, but also on the wheel/rail surface conditions. Noh [10] used a microphone array system to identify the noise source of a high-speed train and found that the main noise sources are the intercoach spacing, wheels, and pantograph, when the train is running at 390 km/h. Soeta and Shimokura [11] researched the effects of noise sources on the interior noise characteristics in a number of types of trains.
They found that, compared with wheel/rail rolling noise, impact noise had larger components at frequencies below 500 Hz, while curve squeal noise had larger components at frequencies between 125 Hz and 500 Hz. Park et al. [12] measured the noise in passenger compartments of high-speed trains operating in Korea under various conditions and proposed a new method to quantify the annoyance based on a number of sound quality metrics. Fan et al. [13] used the sound intensity and partial coherence methods to identify interior noise sources on a high-speed train and found that the major interior noise source is structural-borne sound radiated by floor vibration. Chu et al. [14] proposed a new convolution formulation for Spherical Harmonics Beamforming (SHB) with solid spherical arrays. It was found that deconvolution was realized to get clear maps for sources in 3D cabin environments. Yang et al. [15] created novel delay and sum (DAS) and functional delay and sum (FDAS) algorithms for 3D acoustic source identification with solid spherical arrays. Ström [16] used the Operational Transfer Path Analysis (OTPA) technique to rank transmissions to interior noise of different paths within a high-speed train bogie. They found that the three important paths in the frequency range analyzed are air-borne transfer path, the traction rod, and the yaw dampers.

In summary, significant researches have been made into high-speed train noise generation and propagation. Results from such research are beneficial to the design of low noise trains. With all the knowledge about noise sources and transfer paths, the interior noise is under control. Modelling during train design is performed to guarantee the acoustic comfort. However, special interior noise problems, normally called “abnormal interior noise” [17], still occur sometimes during the operation of high-speed trains. They are largely related to product defects and bad wheel/track conditions, although occasionally rooted from design. If issues do occur, engineers from the train manufacturer are normally contacted with and required to resolve the issues as quickly as possible. It is therefore equally important to establish an effective, measurement-based, approach and procedure which can be used to identify sources and transfer paths of such abnormal interior noise.

This paper presents such a measurement-based approach by performing a detailed investigation into a particular “abnormal interior noise” issue occurring in a Chinese high-speed train running at 250 km/h. In Section 2, examples of abnormal interior noise issues are given and the approach is described as a working procedure with brief explanations. In Section 3, a description of the particular noise issue, the approach is applied to identify the root causes of the issue, including generation mechanism and transmission paths. The paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. Description of the Systematic Approach

As the term “abnormal interior noise” indicates, the noise issue must be easily noticed by non-NVH professionals such as passengers and train staff, perceived as unusual in terms of loudness and characteristics, and felt to be annoying. Figure 2 gives an example which can be classified as “abnormal interior noise.”

Two noises shown in Figure 2 were measured, respectively, in two coaches of the same design. The red one is called “abnormal interior noise” since it had a dominant single frequency peak which represents a very high overall Sound Pressure Level (SPL). The most effective approach to identify the root cause of abnormal noise is performing well planned measurements on the train running at the same condition as that when the noise issue was observed, combined with proper data analysis. In general, the following procedure should be excised.

2.1. Examples of Abnormal Interior Noise Issues. From previous dealings with interior noise issues of high-speed trains, it is found that an abnormal interior noise issue can be very
complex in terms of generation mechanism and transmission path. There are quite a few types of such issues which can be illustrated: they can be of broadband or just at a single frequency; the problematic frequency may be related to train speed or just remains nearly constant; the noise source may be localized or from a large area of the train; they can be caused by structural resonance or simply by sound leakage, and so on.

For example, (1) abnormal noise is generated by the door switch assembly as indicated in Figures 3 and 4. The noise/vibration is at a single frequency which is related to train speed. The noise is radiated by the structural resonance of the door switch assembly which is in turn excited by the first order of the wheel out-of-round wear at 380 km/h. (2) Abnormal interior noise occurred at the ends of a coach [18] at a single frequency as indicated in Figures 5 and 6. The problematic frequency is related to train speed. The root cause is the sleeper passing of the train at 250 km/h which excites one of the acoustic modes at the coach end through vibrations of the floor and the sidewall. (3) Abnormal interior noise occurred in a driver’s cab of a high-speed train as indicated in Figure 7. It is of broadband and the problematic frequencies are independent of train speed. The source is related to the air-conditioning and the generated noise propagates into the interior via airflow in the ducts.

2.2. The Approach and Procedure

2.2.1. Gathering of Basic Information and Subjective Perception of the Noise. The first step to deal with a noise issue is to collect basic information and subjective perceptions of the noise, such as train type, where (including track type), when, and at what speed the issue occurs, what the noise sounds like (a number of descriptions can be given for the noise issue owner to select in case that he or she is not willing, or feeling difficult, to give his/her descriptions in writing), and where the listening is made. To help gather and accommodate such information, a well-designed and standardized Excel worksheet is sent to the issue owner to fill the form and then send it back. The form should be designed in such a way that it uses as few jargons as possible, that most questions can be answered by selecting multiple choices instead of by writing sentences, and that instructions are provided for the owner to record a sound and video using his/her mobile phone. Information gathered in this stage is used for initially assessing the issue and also for planning test and measurement.

2.2.2. Regeneration and Professional Perception of the Noise. Before deploying measurement device installation, the train
The following objectives must be achieved by the test:

1. Regeneration of the issue: if the noise issue cannot be reproduced, then all the data measured during the test would be irrelevant to the noise issue.

2. Sound pressure time history at the noisy location within a coach: sound pressure time history at the noisy location must be measured to determine its frequency characteristics, and at the same time to identify the problematic frequency either by subjective assessment or by frequency contribution analysis. If no location can be identified to be the noisiest, then the microphone should be just positioned at the middle of the coach and 1.2 m above the floor.

3. Area contribution to the sound pressure at the noisy location: since sound pressure at the noisy location can be contributed from the front and rear ends of the coach, the left and the right side walls, and from the roof and floor (all of them are teamed areas in this paper), measured data must be able to provide opportunities to rank contributions from these areas for different frequency bands, broad or narrow. Both a spherical microphone array and a planar sound intensity probe array can be used to achieve such an objective.

4. Vibration measurement: each area may be thought to be a source for the noisy location. Noise in each area can be induced by different mechanisms. The mechanisms can be vibration and structural radiation (vibroacoustic), or sound propagation through gaps or holes within or behind that area, or both. To identify the actual mechanism, vibration of the inner surface of the area should be measured.

5. Measurement at a number of train speeds different (higher or lower) from the speed at which the noise issue is filed: since the root cause of the noise issue may be related to train speed, measured data at different speeds may provide clues for the root causes through order analysis or other analyses. Therefore, measurement listed in (1) to (4) should be repeated for different train speeds.

2.2.4. Data Analysis and Root Cause Determination. What kinds of data analysis should be performed depends on the nature of the issue and also on the experience of the person who is dealing with the issue. Section 3 gives an illustration as to what data analysis may be carried out.

2.2.5. Correction Measures and Effects. Once the root causes are known, correction measures can be designed and implemented. The effect of the measures should be assessed subjectively and objectively. Ideally the measurement configuration should be the same as that used in Section 2.2.3 when assessment is done objectively, so that comparison can be made straightforwardly. Assessment should be also done for a number of other train speeds.

The above steps are depicted in Figure 8 as a flowchart. The black “↑” connecting two boxes indicates that the following step is necessary, and the red “↓” indicates that whether the following step is necessary or not depends on the results of the previous step.

3. A Case Study for a Particular Noise Issue

3.1. Description of the Noise Issue. The high-speed train, which has the abnormal interior noise issue in the VIP cabin, consists of 8 coaches. Its two end coaches are numbered as TC01 and TC08, respectively. The two VIP cabins are marshaled in the TC01 and TC08; see Figure 9 in the next section. The railway track is ballasted with the sleeper spacing being 0.6 m. When the high-speed train was operationally tested at 250 km/h, it was noticed by the train staff that the VIP cabin of TC08 is much noisier than that of TC01, especially in the middle section of the VIP. We were called to have a look at the issue and found it difficult to identify any special source which made one VIP cabin much noisier than the other just by listening.

3.2. Measurement Configuration. Figure 9 shows the measurement points in the two VIP cabins of the high-speed train, where two red boxes with dashed boundaries represent the VIP cabins, “●” refers to acoustic measurement points, and “□” denotes vibration measurement points. Each VIP cabin has a microphone (B&K 4190) and three accelerometers.
(B&K 4508). The microphone is positioned at a height of 1.2 m above the interior floor in the middle of the VIP cabin and used for measuring the interior noise, and the accelerometers are glued on the interior floor, the sidewall, and the roof to measure accelerations in directions normal to the surfaces. All accelerometers are glued on the panels and positioned within the same cross-section. It should be noted that if the test condition permits, the usage of more accelerometers would improve the quality. Moreover, a spherical microphone array (B&K WA1565W004) is used to measure data for area contribution analysis in the two VIP cabins. The array is positioned with its center at the same point as the microphone (in other words, the array center is also at a height of 1.2 m above the interior floor). It is noted that array measurement is done separately. The array is made up of 50 microphones and 12 cameras and the diameter of the array is 19.5 cm, acoustically much smaller than the dimensions of the cabin. Test site photographs are shown in Figure 10.

Measurement for a cabin is performed when the vehicle with the cabin is used as the head car. Moreover, it is carried out with the train running at the same track section when comparing results from TC01 to TC08. The tests were carried out in special journeys without passengers.

3.3. Frequency Contribution Analysis. Figure 11 shows the measured interior noise results from the microphone, overall level, and frequency spectrum in 1/3 octave bands, of the two VIP cabins when the train is running at 250 km/h. It can be seen that the overall SPL of TC01 is 62.7 dB(A), while that of TC08 is 69.7 dB(A), 7 dB(A) higher. It is also seen that noise in TC08 has the highest peak at 125 Hz, about 13 dB(A) higher than that of TC01 at the same center frequency.

Figure 12 shows contributions to the overall level of each 1/3 octave band, calculated using

$$\alpha_i = \left( \frac{p_{i}^2}{\sum p_{i}^2} \right) \times 100\% ,$$

where $p_{i}$ is the effective sound pressure in the $i$th 1/3 octave band.
(a) Noise and vibration measurement

(b) Noise source identification

Figure 10: Test photographs of noise and vibration in the VIP cabins.
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Figure 11: Noise test results in the two VIP cabins.

From Figure 12, noise contribution ratio of the 1/3 octave band centered at 125 Hz in TC08 is 59.9%. It also can be seen that the second highest noise contribution ratio is from the 1/3 octave band centered at 100 Hz, but only 21.5%. Contributions from other 1/3 octave bands are all below 5%. However, the frequency characteristics are quite different for TC01. For this cabin, the 1/3 octave bands centered at 80 Hz, 100 Hz, 125 Hz, and 200 Hz are main contributors, but each is between 15% and 20%. Therefore, it can be concluded that noise in the 1/3 octave band centered at 125 Hz is critical to the overall SPL in TC08.

Figure 13 further shows the narrow band frequency spectra of noises in the VIP cabins of TC01 and TC08. For TC08, the highest peak is at 115 Hz. Although a peak is also present at this frequency for TC01, its value is 17 dB(A) lower. Moreover, noise levels from 100 Hz to 170 Hz in TC08 are higher than those in TC01.

Figure 14 shows the Campbell plot of SPL in TC08, with the vertical axis indicating the rotating speed (tacho signal).
of the wheel and the horizontal axis indicating frequency. The relationship between the wheel rotating speed and train speed is given by

\[ T = \frac{v}{\pi d}, \]  

(2)

where \( T \) is the rotating speed, \( v \) is the train speed, and \( d \) is the diameter of the wheel. Here \( d = 920 \) mm.

There is a highlighted straight line which is of 4.78 order in terms of the wheel speed, indicating that the problematic frequency is proportional to the rotation speed of the wheel, or equivalently, to the train speed. Running at 250 km/h, the frequency is 115 Hz, just identical to the sleeper passing frequency. Since the rail usually has discrete supports, the track “stiffness” varies periodically within each sleeper span leading to additional excitation at sleeper passing frequency. The frequency can be verified using

\[ f = \frac{v}{\lambda}, \]  

(3)

where \( \lambda \) is the sleeper spacing.

At this point, it can be concluded that TC08 is noisy which is caused by a much higher component at the sleeper passing frequency.

3.4. Area Contribution Analysis. Area contribution analysis is calculated based on the beamforming principle [19–21]. Figure 15 shows the area contribution results on the spherical surface just allowed by the cabin interior space in the 1/3 octave band centered at 125 Hz in TC08. The train speed is 250 km/h. The background photograph is the VIP cabin interior (see Figure 10(b)). The color indicating sound intensity level of which the range is 3 dB(A).

From Figure 15, the noise source in 1/3 octave band centered at 125 Hz in TC08 is mainly located on the left side of the roof. In order to obtain the contribution of each area to the total noise of the receiving point (position of the microphone), the VIP cabin is divided into six areas, which, respectively, correspond to the roof, the left sidewall, the right sidewall, the floor, the front, and rear of the cabin, as shown in Figure 16.

Then the contribution ratios of different areas of the cabin in different frequency bands are calculated by using

\[ \alpha_{\text{ith band, jth source}} = \left( \frac{W_{\text{ith band, jth source}}}{\sum_{\text{sources}} W_{\text{ith band, jth source}}} \right) \times 100\%, \]

(4)

where \( W_{\text{ith band, jth source}} \) is the sound power of the \( i \)th 1/3 octave band and the \( j \)th area.

Figure 17 shows the noise area contributions in different 1/3 octave bands in TC08. It can be seen that contributions of the roof, the left sidewall, the right sidewall, the floor, the front, and the rear in each band are similar to each other for bands with frequency centered above 200 Hz. However, in 1/3 octave bands centered from 50 Hz to 125 Hz, noise contribution of the roof is much higher than those of other areas except at 63 Hz of the floor. Especially in 1/3 octave band centered at 125 Hz, which is the peak value band, noise contribution ratio of the roof is 53%. However, the second highest contribution ratio is only 19% from the floor. As a result, the roof plays a decisive role in the total noise of TC08.

Figure 18 shows area contribution results for TC01 with the train speed being 240 km/h. Since we only have one spherical array system and there are some other tests in the other coaches of the high-speed train, when identified noise source in TC01 the speed is limited to 240 km/h. Figure 18(a) shows the noise distribution in the 1/3 octave band centered at 125 Hz, and Figure 18(b) indicates that at 100 Hz. From Figure 18, the maximum contributors in TC01 for the 1/3
octave bands centered at 125 Hz and 100 Hz are the floor, different from TC08.

Figure 19 shows the noise area contributions in different 1/3 octave bands in TC01. It can be seen that in 1/3 octave bands centered from 100 Hz to 250 Hz, contributions from the floor are the highest, followed by the front and the roof.

Up to this point, it can be concluded that the noise issue in TC08 is attributed to an area (the red area) which is located on the roof of the cabin. A photo of the red area is shown in Figure 20. However, there are a number of possibilities: (1) that the area produces noise by too strong vibration and radiation of a panel and that vibration is caused by structure-borne transmission or resonance; (2) that the area produces noise by too strong vibration and radiation of a panel and that vibration is caused by sound pressure behind the panel; (3) that the area produces noise by allowing sound generated somewhere to propagate through it freely (sound leakage); and (4) that any combination of the above presents simultaneously with similar importance.

At this stage, one naturally thinks about disassembling the structure of the roof to see what is wrong there. However, by doing that at this stage would destroy some of the possibilities listed above and make root source identification more difficult. For different sound transfer paths, the noise control methods are quite different. For example, if there is a sound leakage in the roof, it is advised to do seal processing immediately. However, if there are vibration and sound radiation problems to be found, it is advised to do...
3.5. Determination of Root Causes. Figures 21 and 22 show the narrow band frequency spectra of accelerations measured at different points (on panels) of the two VIP cabins at 250 km/h.

From Figure 21, the accelerations of the roof, the sidewall, and the floor in TC08 are all having a peak at 115 Hz. The peak of the roof is the highest and that of the sidewall is the lowest. However, in TC01, although accelerations are also peaked at 115 Hz, the peak of the floor is the highest while that of the roof is the lowest, as shown in Figure 22. At 115 Hz, the acceleration amplitude of the roof of TC08 is 6.7 dB higher than that of TC01, while the acceleration amplitudes of the sidewall and the floor of TC08 are 3-4 dB lower than those of TC01.

Now there are three possibilities for the red area in Figure 20 which show as high noise level: (1) it is produced by the strong vibration and sound radiation of the roof inner panels; (2) it is produced by sound leakage through, and scattering by, the panel gaps; (3) both.

As indicated in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.3, the actual situation may be identified through sound and vibration data measured at different train speeds. Figure 23 shows the noise spectra of TC08 and TC01 at 200 km/h (for safety reason, the train is not allowed to test at a speed higher than 250 km/h). Figures 24, 25, and 26 indicate the acceleration spectra of the roof, the sidewall, and the floor of the two VIP cabins, respectively, at 200 km/h.

Figure 23 indicates that the highest peak frequency is 91 Hz which is the sleeper passing frequency at 200 km/h. At this frequency, as indicated from Figures 24–26, the acceleration levels of the roof, the sidewall, and the floor of TC08 are much lower than those of TC01. However, from 91 Hz to 125 Hz, the noise SPL of TC08 is still higher than that of TC01, or least similar. If the sound is purely from panel radiations, then at 91 Hz, SPL in TC08 should have been much lower than that in TC01.

Thus, sound leakage and scattering can be assumed behind the red area. Why at 200 km/h, the leaked sound pressure does not excite strong vibration for the roof panel may be explained to be that the sound pressure is not high enough to exceed other excitation mechanisms. However, at 250 km/h, as wheel/rail noise and vibration generated by
sleeper passing of the train becomes much stronger, the leaked sound pressure becomes the dominant excitation to the roof panel. The red area is a combined effect of sound leakage, scattering, and panel radiation. There are two ways for sleeper passing transfer to the roof: one is vibration from the bogie area to the roof through the car-body structure and the other is noise from the bogie area to the roof through the gaps between the exterior car-body and the inner panels. Since there could be sound leakage and scattering behind the roof, the second transfer path would be dominant.

Based on the work reported above, the roof panel of TC08 was disassembled. Figure 27 shows the details of the inner roof structure of TC08.

It can be seen from Figure 27(a) that, on the left side of the roof, there is an opening of 300 cm$^2$ for running cables, and such an opening is not present on the right-hand side (Figure 27(b)). The opening should have been blocked using sound insulation material to prevent sound propagation through the opening into the cabin. It is this defect that allows external noise to enter the cabin, especially for the wheel/rail noise and vibration caused by the sleepers passing of the train.

3.6. Correction Measures and Effects. The opening is now mended so that it becomes normal as the right-hand side shown in Figure 27(b). After mending the damaged roof of TC08, the field test is carried out again to check the effect of the correction. Figure 28 shows the measured noise results of the two VIP cabins at 250 km/h.

From Figure 28, the overall SPL in TC08 is 65.9 dB(A), while that in TC01 is 65.0 dB(A). The difference in overall
4. Conclusion

This paper presents a measurement-based approach by performing a detailed investigation into a particular “abnormal interior noise” issue occurring in a Chinese high-speed train running at 250 km/h. Well planned measurements are performed in both the VIP cabins. Sound pressure contributions, either in terms of frequency band or in terms of facing area, are analyzed. Order analysis is also carried out. Based on these analyses, it is found that the problematic frequency is the sleeper passing frequency of the train, and an area (the red area) on the roof contributes the most. In order to determine what causes that area to be the main contributor without disassembling the structure of the roof, measured noise and vibration data for different train speeds are further analyzed. It is then reasoned that the red area is the main contributor caused by sound pressure behind the panel. Up to this point, panels of the roof are removed, revealing that a hole of 300 cm² for running cables is presented behind the red area without proper sound insulation. After the roof mending, the noise level of TC08 is greatly lowered. The present work illustrates that small defect in the structure installation of high-speed train cabins can cause a high-level interior noise issue, and this study can provide a basis for abnormal interior noise analysis and control of high-speed trains.
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